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Abstract The complex dynamics of snow accumulation and melt processes under forest canopies entail
major observational and modeling challenges, as they vary strongly in space and time. In this study, we
present novel data sets acquired with mobile multisensor platforms in subalpine and boreal forest stands.
These data sets include spatially and temporally resolved measurements of shortwave and longwave
irradiance, air and snow surface temperatures, wind speed, and snow depth, all coregistered to canopy
structure information. We then apply the energy balance snow model FSM2 to obtain concurrent,
distributed simulations of the forest snowpack at very high (“hyper”) resolution (2 m). Our data sets allow us
to assess the performance of alternative canopy representation strategies within FSM2 at the level of
individual snow energy balance components and in a spatially explicit manner. We demonstrate the beneﬁt
of accounting for detailed spatial patterns of shortwave and longwave radiation transfer through the
canopy and show the importance of describing wind attenuation by the canopy using stand‐scale metrics.
With the proposed canopy representation, snowmelt dynamics in discontinuous forest stands were
successfully reproduced. Hyper‐resolution simulations resolving these effects provide an optimal
basis for assessing the snow‐hydrological impacts of forest disturbances and for validating and improving
the representation of forest snow processes in land surface models intended for coarser‐scale
applications.

1. Introduction
The evolution of the subcanopy snowpack exerts key controls on streamﬂow timing and magnitude in
forested watersheds (Lundquist & Dettinger, 2005; Sun et al., 2018), effective wintertime surface albedo of
forested landscapes (Betts & Ball, 1997; Loranty et al., 2014), and biophysical processes at the forest ﬂoor
(Bales et al., 2011; Liptzin & Seastedt, 2009; Molotch et al., 2009). Accurate representation of snowpack evolution is therefore important in hydrological and land surface models, yet many such models exhibit shortcomings in simulating the complex interactions between the forest and snow (Essery et al., 2009; Rutter
et al., 2009). Challenges in these models arise due to the forest canopy altering every mass and energy ﬂux
to the subcanopy snowpack, with processes strongly controlled by the three‐dimensional canopy structure
(Varhola et al., 2010). Canopy‐snow interactions include shading of the snow surface from solar radiation
(Hardy et al., 2004; Malle et al., 2019), enhancement of longwave radiation (Pomeroy et al., 2009; Sicart
et al., 2006), wind attenuation (Mahat et al., 2013; Roth & Nolin, 2017), interception of snowfall (Hedstrom
& Pomeroy, 1998; Moeser et al., 2015; Roth & Nolin, 2019), and subsequent unloading or sublimation of
canopy snow (Mahat & Tarboton, 2014; Pomeroy et al., 1998). At the stand scale, these complex and interacting processes have been shown to either accelerate or delay snow disappearance relative to open areas,
depending on regional climate (i.e., mean winter air temperature; Lundquist et al., 2013) and local topographic and meteorological conditions (i.e., aspect and precipitation; Strasser et al., 2011).
Increased availability of forest snow distribution and coincident canopy structure data has shifted the focus
of more recent research to within‐stand snowpack heterogeneity shaped by small‐scale canopy structure features (Currier et al., 2019; Harpold, Guo, et al., 2014; Mazzotti, Currier, et al., 2019; Trujillo et al., 2009).
Process variability induced by canopy gaps (Dickerson‐Lange et al., 2015; Lawler & Link, 2011; Mazzotti,
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Currier, et al., 2019; Musselman et al., 2015) and forest edges (Currier & Lundquist, 2018) has been recognized to be particularly important in shaping forest snow distribution dynamics, and efforts have followed
to integrate these canopy discontinuities in snow models intended for forested environments (Ellis
et al., 2013; Sun et al., 2018). Recently, detailed canopy structure data sets have been leveraged to explicitly
resolve canopy‐snow interactions as a function of local canopy metrics in the spatially distributed
hyper‐resolution (<5 m) models SNOWPALM (Broxton et al., 2015) and Flexible Snow Model (FSM2;
Mazzotti et al., 2020). Such approaches are potentially powerful tools to predict the snow‐hydrological
response of forested basins affected by disturbances (Harpold, Biederman, et al., 2014; Pugh & Small, 2012;
Stevens, 2017; Winkler et al., 2014) and to inform subgrid parametrizations and upscaling strategies in view
of coarser‐scale land surface model applications (Clark, Hendrikx, et al., 2011; Friesen et al., 2015). Yet assessing these models' performance requires spatially distributed validation data.
Hyper‐resolution models have so far mainly been assessed through comparison of snow depth distribution
patterns, maintaining uncertainties in individual process representations. Broxton et al. (2015) and
Mazzotti et al. (2020) demonstrated their models' ability to replicate small‐scale snow depth patterns within
discontinuous stands using spatial snow depth distribution data obtained from airborne lidar and extensive
manual surveys. However, Mazzotti et al. (2020) highlighted that model validation based exclusively on
snow distribution data may mask error compensation mechanisms within the models. They argued that
further evaluation should occur at the level of individual ﬂuxes, which, to date, has not been possible
due to a general lack of suitable experimental data. Studies targeting speciﬁc canopy‐snow interactions
have observed and quantiﬁed the dependence of individual ﬂuxes and processes on small‐scale canopy
structure, for example, for radiative transfer (Sicart et al., 2004) or interception (Moeser et al., 2015); however, resulting process models have usually been tested on process‐speciﬁc data only. Integration of these
process models into a full snow energy balance model and subsequent investigation of interactions between
processes and of their impact on snowpack evolution has been attempted only rarely (Moeser et al., 2016;
Musselman et al., 2015).
This study furthers the work of Mazzotti et al. (2020) by addressing two major research needs identiﬁed in
their conclusion. First, we attempt to overcome the limitations of existing model evaluation efforts by validating our hyper‐resolution FSM2 simulations of the forest snowpack evolution with novel data sets
acquired with mobile multisensor platforms. These data sets are composed of spatially and temporally
resolved measurements of subcanopy incoming shortwave and longwave radiation, air temperature, wind
speed, snow surface temperature, and snow depth. They thus allow us to evaluate the capability of a state‐
of‐the‐art forest snow model to capture spatiotemporal variations in individual energy balance components,
as well as their interactions. Second, we present an enhanced version of FSM2 that accounts for the directionality of solar irradiance by integrating a time‐varying transmissivity for direct shortwave radiation.
This model upgrade speciﬁcally targets application across forest discontinuities, where the performance of
the original FSM2 version is expected to be insufﬁcient (Mazzotti et al., 2020). Our four speciﬁc objectives
are the following:
1. To present multidimensional data sets from enhanced observational systems for improved model
evaluation.
2. To revisit the model performance of FSM2, assessing whether spatial patterns of the observed meteorological and snow variables are accurately reproduced.
3. To propose model upgrades that address known shortcomings of the canopy representation in FSM2; this
particularly includes implementing the directionality of solar radiation.
4. To assess the impact of these model enhancements on simulated spatial patterns of subcanopy meteorological and snow variables especially at forest discontinuities.
By comparing simulated subcanopy meteorological conditions to observations, we speciﬁcally target the evaluation of the canopy module in FSM2, that is, the way in which driving meteorology (“above‐canopy” conditions) is internally altered as a function of canopy structure, yielding the subcanopy atmospheric boundary
conditions for energy exchange at the snow surface. Additional consideration of snow surface temperature
and snow depth distributions will also allow us to verify that coupling of the canopy and snow modules is
successfully implemented. With our focus on subcanopy snow energy balance components, mass balance
processes and snow in the canopy are not explicitly addressed in this study.
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Figure 1. Overview of study areas within Switzerland (CH) and Finland (FIN), maps not to scale (a), photographs of dominant forest type and aerial image of the
areas Sodankylä (b), Laret (spruce stand only, c) and Flin (d), including locations of gridded plots (yellow), cable car transects (red), portable meteorological
stations (blue), and photographs of instrumentation (e) including handheld gimbal with hemispherical camera, cable car platform, and portable meteorological
station.

2. Data Framework
2.1. Study Areas and Time Frame
Data were collected in subalpine and boreal forest stands in three study areas located in the Grisons region,
South‐Eastern Switzerland, and in the Sodankylä municipality, Northern Finland (Figure 1). For reference,
Table 1 lists ﬁeld survey details speciﬁc to each study area. The areas span varying climatic conditions and
forest types, with a focus on conifer species. In Switzerland, the ﬁeld sites in the area near Davos Laret have
hosted numerous forest snow research projects, as documented in Malle et al. (2019), Mazzotti, Malle,
et al. (2019), Moeser et al. (2014), Moeser et al. (2015), Webster and Jonas (2018), and Webster et al. (2016b).
The forest in Laret primarily consists of Norway spruce, including both new and old growth (trees up to 45 m
tall). Other sites in the Laret area are located within a Scots pine stand with trees a maximum of 25 m in
height. The ﬁeld sites in the Flin area, Engadine valley, feature sparse mixed conifer stands further containing European larch and Silver ﬁr, with tree heights between 10 and 45 m. In Sodankylä, measurements were
carried out in a discontinuous Scots pine stand (25 m maximum tree height) within the Finnish
Meteorological Institute Arctic Research Centre boundaries, which, like the Laret area, has also hosted earlier experimental forest snow studies (Hancock et al., 2014; Reid et al., 2014). Data acquisition largely
occurred during winter 2019, with the exception of wind data collection (section 2.3) starting in 2018.
Fieldwork in Switzerland was conducted from January 2019 until the beginning of April, with only snow
measurements being continued through May. The measurement campaign in Sodankylä took place between
mid‐April and early May 2019.
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Table 1
Overview of Field Site Characteristics and Data Sets Speciﬁc to Each Study Area
Study area speciﬁcations
Dominant species
Latitude/longitude
Altitude (m a.s.l.)
Field sites

Study period
Manual snow surveys at grids
Lidar platform
Year of lidar acquisition
Lidar scanner
AWS

Laret

Flin

Sodankylä

Norway spruce
46°50′N, 9°52′E
1,520
5 gimbal grids
3 cable car transects
24 station locations
January–May 2019
18 dates
Airborne
2010
Riegl LMS‐Q560
SLF LAR

European larch
46°37′N, 10°00′E
1,660
0 grids
2 cable car transects
0 station locations
February–March 2019
—
Airborne
2017
Riegl LMS Q‐1560
SwissMetNet SAM

Scots pine
67°22′N, 26°38′E
180
6 grids
2 cable car transects
4 station locations
April 2019
2 dates
Terrestrial
2019
Riegl VZ‐1000
FMI‐ARC

At all study areas, meteorological data and colocated snow depth measurements at open sites are available
from operational automatic weather stations (AWS) in the vicinity of our ﬁeld sites. At Laret, an AWS operated by the WSL Institute for Snow and Avalanche Research SLF was installed in summer 2018. At
Sodankylä, an AWS is operated by the Finnish Meteorological Institute (Essery et al., 2016). For Flin, we
used data from a SwissMetNet station located in Samedan, which is located 15 km southwest of the area.
All AWS provided data of incoming shortwave and longwave radiation, precipitation, air temperature, relative humidity, wind speed, and surface pressure at 10‐min resolution.
2.2. Subcanopy Measurements
Three complementary sensor platforms used to capture the spatiotemporal dynamics of subcanopy snow
energy balance components are the core of this study's observational strategy (Figure 1). They include (1)
a cable car system for measurements along transects, (2) a gimbal‐stabilized handheld setup for measurements distributed in two dimensions, and (3) portable meteorological stations for stationary measurements.
These platforms were not speciﬁcally designed for this study but were substantially upgraded in view of this
work. Table 2 presents a compilation of sensor speciﬁcations for each platform.
The cable car setup (Figure 1) originally presented by Malle et al. (2019) was deployed to monitor spatiotemporal variations of the measured quantities along ﬁxed transects. The automated motion of the cable car
along a steel cable allowed for continuous measurements throughout daily cycles, with each location along
the transect revisited every 15 min on average. In addition to the radiometers used by Malle et al. (2019), the
platform was equipped with air and snow surface temperature sensors for the purpose of this study. Full‐day
(~24 hr) surveys under clear‐sky conditions were conducted on seven transects in total (Figure 1), three in
Table 2
Overview of the Instrumentation Deployed on Each of the Sensor Platforms
Sensor platform

Cable car

Gimbal setup

Portable stations

Spatial coverage
Temporal coverage

~ 50m transects
1‐day campaigns
15 minutes per transect
1 s resolution
2 (FIN) + 5 (CH)
~ 50 per transect
Campbell Scientiﬁc CR1000
Kipp&Zonen CMP3 pyranometer
Kipp&Zonen CGR3 pyrgeometer
PT1000 thermistor
‐
Campbell Scientiﬁc IR
100 surface temp. sensor
Sony NEX‐6
Yasuhara Madoka 7.3 mm F4 180°

40 m x 40 m grids
temporal snapshots
40 minutes per survey
1 s resolution
6 (FIN) + 5 (CH)
~ 250 per grid
Campbell Scientiﬁc CR1000
Kipp&Zonen CMP3 pyranometer
Kipp&Zonen CGR3 pyrgeometer
PT1000 thermistor
‐
Campbell Scientiﬁc IR
100 surface temp. sensor
Canon EOS 600D
SIGMA 4.5mm F2.8 EX DC 180°

single point
multi‐day campaigns
continuous record
10‐minute resolution
4 (FIN) + 20 (CH)
1 per site
Campbell Scientiﬁc CR1000
Kipp&Zonen CMP3 pyranometer
Kipp&Zonen CGR3 pyrgeometer
Vaisala HMP60 probe
GILL Windsonic anemometer
Campbell Scientiﬁc IR 100 surface
temp. sensor
Canon EOS 600D
SIGMA 4.5mm F2.8 EX DC 180°

Number of sites
HP images
Datalogger
SWR sensor
LWR sensor
Ta sensor
Wind sensor
Ts sensor
Camera
Fisheye lens
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Laret (18 February and 16 and 21 March), two in Flin (15 February and 19 March), and two in Sodankylä (22
and 26 April).
The handheld setup (Figure 1), ﬁrst described by Mazzotti, Malle, et al. (2019), was used to increase the spatial extent of the observations from the single transect of the cable car to a gridded sampling design. This
setup yielded temporal snapshots of quasi‐2‐D spatial patterns of the relevant meteorological variables, with
each grid survey taking approximately 40 min to complete. The original setup included a pair of shortwave
and longwave radiometers mounted on a motorized camera gimbal. Additional air and snow surface temperature sensors were included for the system used in this study. We followed the sampling strategy outlined
in Mazzotti, Malle, et al. (2019), with plots consisting of 40 m × 40 m grids deﬁned by eight intersecting transects. Five grids were established at Laret, with locations chosen to represent characteristic features of the forest stand: south‐ and north‐exposed forest edges and within‐stand locations with varying canopy and gap
structure comprising both old and new growth (Figure 1). At each grid, meteorological surveys were
repeated ﬁve times on average throughout the snow season. In Sodankylä, we deﬁned six adjacent grids to
encompass a large and two smaller gaps in a 120 m × 80 m area (Figure 1). All plots were surveyed between
4 and 10 times within the duration of the ﬁeld campaign, capturing both clear‐sky and overcast conditions at
all sites.
The portable meteorological stations (Figure 1) correspond to the stationary setup used by Mazzotti, Malle,
et al. (2019), with the addition of an ultrasonic wind sensor. Besides providing open‐site reference data of all
meteorological variables, two additional stations deployed at within‐stand locations served to obtain
within‐canopy wind speed data at 2 m above the surface, which is unfeasible with moving platforms.
Being easy to transport and quick to set up, these stations were repeatedly moved over the course of the seasons to sample diverse positions in the forest stands. With this approach, wind data were acquired at 20 locations at Laret and four at Sodankylä, for measurement periods ranging from a few days to multiple weeks.
Sensor height was periodically adjusted during these periods to ensure a consistent measurement height
above the snow surface.
In addition to the meteorological observations, manual snow depth surveys were performed at the grid plots,
with two‐dimensional snow distribution patterns being of primary interest. Snow depth readings were
recorded every 2 m along the transects. At the ﬁve Laret plots, weekly surveys between January and May
generated spatial data sets comprising 18 days with ~500 snow depth measurements each. During the
Sodankylä campaign, we carried out two surveys, capturing partial melt‐out with >1,150 data points per
survey.
2.3. Canopy Structure Data
Hemispherical images were acquired at all locations of the subcanopy measurements described in section 2.2. Efﬁcient image acquisition was achieved by mounting the camera onto either the cable car platform
or the gimbal and operating the camera in time‐lapse mode. This yielded hemispherical images at approximately 1.5 m spacing, that is, ~3,000 images in total. Optimal image quality was ensured with the camera
settings and ambient conditions recommended by Jonas et al. (2020). The images were then analyzed with
the radiative transfer model (RTM) HPEval (Jonas et al., 2020) to obtain (1) sky‐view fraction (Vf), based on
Essery, Pomeroy, et al. (2008), and (2) time series of canopy transmissivity for direct shortwave radiation
(τdir) at high temporal resolution. To compute the latter, the solar disk is projected onto the hemispherical
image based on its position at any time of interest. Transmissivity is then given by the fraction of the solar
disk which is not obscured by canopy at that point in time (Figure 2; Jonas et al., 2020). While other
approaches to compute radiative transfer properties from hemispherical images exist and have been applied
in the context of point‐scale snow modeling (Frazer et al., 1999; Hardy et al., 2004; Musselman et al., 2012;
Reid et al., 2014), we chose HPEval due to its ability to capture a higher level of detail than previous methods
(while accounting for both canopy and terrain shading), its proven high accuracy, and its computational efﬁciency in processing a large number of images (Jonas et al., 2020).
Canopy height models (CHM) derived from lidar data complemented the point‐based information contained
in hemispherical images. At Laret, lidar data are available from helicopter ﬂights in 2010 and has been leveraged for previous research conducted within the study area (section 2.1). The sites at Flin are within the perimeter of the airborne acquisitions from 2017 presented by Mazzotti, Currier, et al. (2019). Terrestrial laser
MAZZOTTI ET AL.
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Figure 2. Overview of the data integration and model evaluation strategy applied in this study. The data sets include canopy structure information, meteorological
data, and snow measurements. Canopy structure data were processed to obtain the canopy properties required by FSM2; AWS data were used to drive two
versions of FSM2 differing in the canopy representation. Model output is evaluated against subcanopy observations of both snow and meteorological variables,
the subscript “c” denoting canopy air space variables.

scans of the Sodankylä forest stands were conducted during our campaign. At each hemispherical image
location, we extracted further canopy structure metrics from the CHM, including canopy cover fraction
(CC) and mean canopy height (mCH). These metrics were computed over 5‐ and 50‐m circular fetches
(CC5, mCH5, CC50, and mCH50) as outlined by Mazzotti et al. (2020), to characterize local and stand‐scale
canopy structure around each point. Local leaf area index (LAI) was parametrized based on CC5 and
mCH5 as in Mazzotti et al. (2020). As in their study, we used an LAImax of 6 in the spruce stand at Laret
and assumed an LAImax of 5 at Flin and 4 at Sodankylä, to account for canopy density differences
between tree species.
2.4. Data Integration
Data from both the cable car and the gimbal platforms provided quasi‐continuous measurements along predeﬁned transects, while the hemispherical images and the snow depth readings represent information at static locations. Subsequent data processing steps aimed at creating a consistent point‐based data set. To this
end, a geolocation and a time stamp had to be attributed to every meteorological and snow measurement
to allow coregistration with canopy structure information. This data integration approach is illustrated in
Figure 2.
Exact georeferencing of the transects was facilitated by UAV orthoimagery acquired at the sites, with clearly
visible trajectories of both the cable car (i.e., the wire) and the gridded plots (i.e., our tracks). Continuous
meteorological data from the mobile platforms were converted to point information at ﬁxed locations following Mazzotti, Malle, et al. (2019) and Malle et al. (2019). As the instruments move along the transects, data
acquired within a speciﬁc time interval correspond to a transect section, depending on the instruments' velocity. Data were aggregated in accordance with the response time of the meteorological sensors (18 s), yielding independent measurements every 1.5–2 m along the transects. These point‐based meteorological data
could then be coregistered with the snow depth data, hemispherical images, and CHM.

3. Modeling Framework
3.1. Overview of FSM2 and Modeling Strategy
The FSM2 (Mazzotti et al., 2020) used in this study is a stand‐alone, open‐source, physics‐based multimodel
framework that adds a canopy implementation to the snow model FSM (Essery, 2015), allowing snowpack
MAZZOTTI ET AL.
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simulations within forests stands. The snowpack in FSM2 is represented with medium complexity, which is
suitable for snow‐hydrological applications that do not require detailed simulation of snowpack stratigraphy
(Magnusson et al., 2015). Forest snow simulations with FSM2 are driven by meteorological data from an
open‐site AWS, and the model includes the major canopy‐induced processes affecting subcanopy meteorological conditions (radiative transfer, wind attenuation, and canopy snow interception and depletion’).
Energy input to the snowpack as well as temperatures of the vegetation, the snow surface, and the air within
the canopy (the “canopy air space”) are computed by solving the coupled surface energy balance equations
of the subcanopy snowpack and the canopy layer (Figure 2). For a detailed description of the FSM2 canopy
module, we refer to Mazzotti et al. (2020), while details on the snow module are given by Essery (2015).
The model application and evaluation strategies are illustrated in Figure 2. We ran seasonal snowpack simulations at all our ﬁeld sites, applying the two different versions of FSM2 outlined in the following sections.
Distributed simulations were performed over each surveyed location within the grid plots and along the
cable car transects (~3,000 points in total). Point simulations are principally independent, that is, lateral
energy exchange between neighboring points is neglected. Yet lateral canopy inﬂuences are accounted for
by way of the canopy structure representation detailed in sections 3.2 and 3.3, which ensures that conditions
seen at each location are affected by processes in both surrounding and overhead canopy elements. While
simulations of all points within each study area were driven by meteorological data from the same AWS,
canopy structure parameters were point speciﬁc.
The foregoing open‐site model runs at the locations of the AWS at Sodankylä and Laret served to verify
model performance in simulating the snowpack evolution independent of the canopy structure representation. These simulations further helped to determine undercatch correction factors for solid precipitation as
in Mazzotti et al. (2020), which were then transferred to the forest site simulations.
3.2. FSM2 for Hyper‐Resolution Applications
Mazzotti et al. (2020) established a version of FSM2 particularly optimized for hyper‐resolution (~2 m) simulations, referred to as “FSM2‐D” in their article. This version constitutes the baseline model for this study
and is hereafter termed “original FSM2.” Two distinct features that make this model particularly suitable
for hyper‐resolution applications are (1) separate effective temperatures of near and distant canopy elements
and (2) the conceptual representation of preferential deposition of snow in canopy gaps. For the purpose of
this work, simulated subcanopy incoming shortwave and longwave radiation and canopy air space and snow
surface temperatures were added to the model output variables to allow direct comparison to observations.
To capture ﬁne‐scale variability of canopy‐induced processes, FSM2 requires local canopy structure metrics
obtained from detailed high‐resolution data sets. Speciﬁcally, the canopy in the original FSM2 is characterized by sky‐view fraction, fractional canopy cover, mean canopy height, and LAI. All these parameters (Vf,
CC5, mCH5, and LAI) were available at the modeled locations as described in section 2.3.
3.3. Model Enhancements
We propose model upgrades to the original FSM2 speciﬁcally targeting improved hyper‐resolution applications in complex canopy settings, the resulting new version of FSM2 is hereafter referred to as “enhanced
FSM2.” Changes were made to the representation of (1) shortwave radiation transfer through the canopy,
(2) wind attenuation and turbulent exchange, and (3) spatial variability of snow surface properties. These
modiﬁcations were implemented as additional parametrization options for existing model switches
(Essery, 2015), meaning they could each be applied independently. These three model upgrades are
described in the following, while respective equations are detailed in Appendix A.
The original FSM2 assumes all shortwave radiation to be diffuse, which entails potential shortcomings at
forest discontinuities where the directionality of solar radiation is relevant (Mazzotti et al., 2020). In the
enhanced FSM2, incoming shortwave radiation is partitioned into direct and diffuse components, and their
transfer through the canopy is treated separately. Transmissivity of diffuse radiation is constant (equaling
sky‐view fraction), whereas transmissivity of direct radiation is determined by canopy structure in the path
of the direct solar beam and is therefore highly dynamic. While most models parametrize temporal variations in transmissivity for direct insolation as a function of solar angle and generalized canopy structure
metrics (e.g., Nijssen & Lettenmaier, 1999; Oleson et al., 2013), here we set up our enhanced FSM2 to accept
transmissivity time series as model input, which were available for all our modeled locations from
MAZZOTTI ET AL.
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hemispherical image analysis (section 2.3). By doing so, we preserve a relatively simple formulation of radiative transfer that does not require additional canopy structure parameters to be speciﬁed within FSM2 but
leverages detailed three‐dimensional radiative transfer information obtained with an external RTM instead.
Turbulent exchange in the original FSM2 is represented with a bulk aerodynamic scheme with exchange
coefﬁcients dictated by above‐canopy meteorology and local canopy structure metrics (CC5 and mCH5)
and constrained by given values for open sites and dense canopies (Mazzotti et al., 2020; Zeng et al., 2005).
In the enhanced FSM2, we explicitly include wind attenuation, assuming an exponential reduction of wind
speed through the canopy and a logarithmic reduction below the canopy over the ground as in Sellers
et al. (1986) and Mahat et al. (2013). This representation means subcanopy wind velocity can be diagnosed
at any arbitrary reference level, allowing direct validation of the wind attenuation scheme with observed
data. This further enables turbulent exchange between the snow surface and the canopy air space to be parametrized based on subcanopy wind velocity at a constant reference height. To reﬂect that the footprint affecting wind ﬂow extends beyond the spatial scale of our local canopy structure metrics, the wind proﬁle at any
speciﬁc location is based on stand‐scale metrics (CC50 and mCH50).
Snow surface properties, particularly snow albedo, are treated equally for open and forest site simulations in
the original FSM2. While this is consistent with many other existing models (Andreadis et al., 2009; Boone
et al., 2017; Broxton et al., 2015; Gouttevin et al., 2015), differences between open and subcanopy snow surface properties arise due to processes such as drip unloading, litterfall, and snow metamorphism (Melloh
et al., 2001; Sturm, 1992). We therefore introduce a simple albedo adjustment in the enhanced FSM2, where
subcanopy snow albedo is derived from open‐site snow albedo but varied in terms of CC5 (to reﬂect litter
effects) and radiative transfer properties (to reﬂect variable snow metamorphism rates). This approach
allows us, in a conceptual way, to account for spatial variability of snow surface properties that is known
to exist in heterogeneous forest stands (see Text S2 and Figures S1 and S2 in the Supporting Information S1).
Documented code of the enhanced version of FSM2 can be found on GitHub (https://github.com/
GiuliaMazzotti/FSM2/tree/hyres_enhanced_canopy).

4. Results
4.1. Subcanopy Irradiance
Figure 3 shows the daily cycle of incoming shortwave and longwave radiation at one cable car transect in
Flin recorded between 19 March 2019, 17:00, and 20 March, 19:00, and corresponding simulations obtained
with the two versions of FSM2. In the original version of FSM2, spatial variations in shortwave irradiance
were solely dictated by spatial variability in sky‐view fraction, while temporal variations were dictated by
the solar daily cycle. In contrast, the enhanced FSM2 succeeded in capturing the complex patterns of incoming shortwave radiation at a very high level of detail, with individual sun ﬂecks accurately reproduced. This
result conﬁrms the excellent performance of HPEval in replicating detailed irradiance patterns (Jonas
et al., 2020), as well as the successful integration of time‐varying direct transmissivity in FSM2. Both model
versions captured spatial variations in longwave irradiance, with relative maxima coincident with sky‐view
fraction minima. Yet longwave irradiance peaks were overestimated by the original FSM2, and only the
enhanced FSM2 captured weak imprints of the shortwave radiation signal that are visible in the longwave
irradiance observations. Two examples of other transects are included in Text S2 and Figures S3 and S4 in
the Supporting Information S1.
Along the transect in Figure 3, differences between the two models were reduced when irradiance values
were aggregated either in space or in time (bars right [time] and below [space] of the space‐time plots),
meaning that even the complex patterns in solar irradiance partly averaged out in space and throughout
the course of a day at within‐stand locations. However, in larger forest discontinuities, such as across the grid
in Sodankylä, irradiance patterns measured close to solar noon showed increased insolation at the
south‐facing edge of the large gap relative to the shaded part of the gap (Figure 4). This spatial variability
was well reproduced by the enhanced FSM2 version. Additional surveys at different times of day conﬁrmed
the model's good performance (Supporting Information S1, Figure S5). In absence of temporally continuous
observations of irradiance patterns at the grid sites, simulations can be used to assess how these patterns
evolve in time. Animations provided in Movies S1 and S2 show one daily cycle of shortwave and
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Figure 3. Spatiotemporal variability of data measured by the cable car on a transect in Flin on 19 to 20 March 2019. Shortwave irradiance (ﬁrst row), longwave
irradiance (second row), canopy air space temperature (third row), and snow surface temperature (fourth row), simulated with the original (left) and the enhanced
(center) FSM2 and observed by the cable car setup (right). The direct comparison between model results and observations is achieved by extracting model output
at each point based on the time stamp of the respective observation. Temporal and spatial averages are shown below and right of each plot, and sky‐view fraction
along the transect is presented at the bottom for reference.
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Figure 4. Spatial patterns of canopy shortwave radiation transmissivity (upper row) and longwave radiation enhancement (lower row) at the Sodankylä grid
(120 × 80 m) around solar noon in late spring, simulated with the original (left) and the enhanced (center) FSM2 and observed with the gimbal‐borne setup
(right). Measurements at the six subgrids occurred between 22 and 28 April 2019 and are matched to model output at 10‐min resolution.

Figure 5. Averages (Columns 1 and 3) and standard deviations (Columns 2 and 4) of subcanopy shortwave (Columns 1 and 2) and longwave (Columns 3 and 4)
irradiance. Observations (x axes) are plotted against model results (y axes) obtained with the original (upper row) and enhanced (lower row) FSM2. Data
points correspond to temporal averages at point locations (crosses), spatial averages along the cable car transects (dots), and spatial averages over the grid plots
(squares) at given points in time. Individual colors represent each study area.
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longwave irradiance patterns in late spring as simulated by both model versions. With the enhanced FSM2,
shortwave radiation maxima moved along the south‐exposed forest edge over the course of the day, while
longwave radiation enhancement patterns remained relatively static. These patterns suggest cumulative differences in shortwave irradiance between the two model versions were likely considerable at forest discontinuities, but that differences in longwave irradiance were minor (see also Figure 4, lower row). Under
overcast conditions, differences between the model versions were smaller due to prevalence of diffuse shortwave irradiance (Text S2 and Figure S6), in which case sky‐view fraction is a good proxy of canopy transmissivity for shortwave radiation (Mazzotti, Malle, et al., 2019; Sicart et al., 2004).
Subcanopy irradiance output from the two models at all ﬁeld sites demonstrated the improvement of the
enhanced FSM2 compared to the original FSM2 (Figure 5). Data points represent varying aggregation levels,
including temporal averages at individual locations along the cable car transects, as well as spatial averages
at given points in time, computed over both cable car transects and gridded plots. Root mean square errors
(RMSE) reveal that both spatial and temporal average values of irradiance were often captured reasonably
well by the original FSM2 (shortwave: RMSE ¼ 46 W m−2; longwave: RMSE ¼ 8 W m−2). Yet the enhanced
FSM2 consistently outperformed the original version in capturing both average shortwave and longwave
irradiances, with RMSE of 23 and 4 W m−2, respectively. Considerable improvements were further achieved
in representing spatial variability, which was predominantly misinterpreted by the original FSM2. RMSE of
the standard deviation were reduced from 65 to 21 and 6 to 2 W m−2 for the shortwave and longwave irradiances, respectively.
4.2. Air and Snow Surface Temperatures
The lower half of Figure 3 presents canopy air space and snow surface temperatures coincident with the irradiance data. Observed spatial variations in canopy air space temperature along the transect were minor and
did not relate to local variability in canopy structure. Furthermore, temporal variations at the same
along‐transect position corresponded to those observed at the open site over the course of the data collection
period. While this spatiotemporal pattern was realistically reproduced by the enhanced FSM2, the original
FSM2 strongly overestimated canopy air space temperature ﬂuctuations in both space and time. Large overestimates were apparent in Figure 3, especially in the morning, and lead to large temperature gradients over
small distances. Model artifacts were particularly evident at canopy discontinuities, as illustrated by the grid

Figure 6. Examples of spatial patterns of canopy air space temperature (upper row, acquired on 28 March 2019, 10 a.m.)
and snow surface temperature (lower row, 6 February 2019, 8 a.m.) at a within‐stand grid in Laret. Simulation results
obtained with the original (left) and the enhanced (center) FSM2 are shown alongside observations from the
gimbal‐borne setup (right).
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survey shown in Figure 6 (upper row). In this example, observed air temperatures varied by less than 2°C
within the site, but simulations by the original FSM2 produced a canopy air space temperature range greater
than 6°C.
Contrary to the canopy air space temperature, observed snow surface temperature patterns were closely
linked to the spatiotemporal irradiance dynamics. In this particular example (Figure 3), solar irradiance
was the dominating radiation input, and snow surface temperature patterns reﬂect the transit of sun ﬂecks
across the transect. Due to its ability to capture detailed irradiance patterns, the enhanced FSM2 also succeeded in replicating corresponding imprints in the snow surface temperature signal, which the original
FSM2 did not achieve. The complex snow surface temperature dynamics resulting from the interplay of
shortwave and longwave radiation dynamics were therefore realistically reproduced. Alternatively, at a predominantly shaded transect where the primary source of irradiance was therefore longwave radiation, snow
surface temperature patterns matched those of longwave irradiance (Supporting Information S1, Figure S4).
At the grid plot shown in Figure 6 (lower row), snow surface temperature observations reﬂected imprints of
both shortwave and longwave irradiance. These were accurately reproduced by the enhanced FSM2, while
snow surface temperature simulated by the original FSM was comparatively uniform.
Model estimates of subcanopy snow surface and air temperature from all our ﬁeld sites are compiled in
Figure 7, generally conﬁrming the above ﬁndings. RMSE values were reduced by the enhanced FSM2, from
3.5°C to 1.6°C and 1.3°C to 0.6°C for mean canopy air space and snow surface temperature, respectively.
Furthermore, the RMSE of the standard deviations of canopy air space and snow surface temperatures were
reduced from 2.3°C to 0.4°C and 0.7°C to 0.4°C. The minor improvement in standard deviation of simulated
snow surface temperature was largely due to one cable car transect in Flin which featured unusually frequent transitions across shadow‐insolation boundaries. Possibly, the response time of the surface temperature sensor was not sufﬁcient to fully capture the existing variability in this situation.
Canopy air space and snow surface temperature are model state variables, meaning that they are not parametrized but result from solving the coupled energy balances of canopy and snow. By showing that the spatiotemporal dynamics of these variables were accurately captured by the enhanced FSM2, we infer that the
interplay between radiative transfer and turbulent exchange was realistically reproduced. These results
further provide evidence of a successful coupling of the suggested canopy representation with the FSM2
snow module.

Figure 7. Averages (Columns 1 and 3) and standard deviations (Columns 2 and 4) of canopy air space (Columns 1 and 2) and snow surface (Columns 3 and 4)
temperatures. Observations (x axes) are plotted against model results (y axes) obtained with the original (upper row) and the enhanced (lower row) FSM2.
Data points correspond to temporal averages at point locations (crosses), spatial averages along the cable car transects (dots), and spatial averages over
the grid plots (squares) at given points in time. Individual colors represent each study area.
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Figure 8. Wind speed data obtained with the portable meteorological stations, comparing measurements at within‐stand location to measurements at nearby
open sites (50 data points per location shown). Within‐stand data are divided into spruce (left panel) and pine (center panel) and colored by sky‐view fraction
at the location of the station. Wind attenuation factors simulated by the enhanced FSM2 (right panel) are plotted for comparison, including maximum and
minimum values for each cable car transect and grid plot.

4.3. Wind Speed
Observations of wind speed at 2 m above the surface obtained with the portable stations, aggregated to 1‐hr
time intervals, are presented in Figure 8. Each data point relates a within‐stand measurement with the concurrent open‐site measurement. Consistently lower wind speeds in the forest stands imply that wind
attenuation caused by the canopy was obvious at all locations, with factors varying between approximately
0.2 and 0.7. A dependence on local canopy structure (visualized by the color scale in Figure 8) was not evident nor was a systematic difference between attenuation observed at stands dominated by different species
(left panel vs. center panel in Figure 8). Given the horizontal offset between the open‐site reference station
and the within‐stand stations, the large spread in attenuation factors observed at each location indicates that
the interaction between local topography and wind ﬁelds may be the principal driver of wind attenuation,
outweighing local canopy effects.
Data recorded by the portable stations provide context for the attenuation factors simulated by FSM2 at the
grid plots and cable car transects, allowing assessment of their plausibility even if a direct comparison was
not possible (Table 1). The enhanced FSM2 correctly simulated only little difference in attenuation between
dense (low Vf) and sparse (high Vf) locations within the same stand, and attenuation factors simulated at
stands with varying tree species were of the same order of magnitude (Figure 8, right). Canopy attenuation
implemented in the enhanced FSM2 thus appeared to be consistent with our general observational ﬁndings.
In the original FSM2, wind attenuation by the canopy is treated implicitly (i.e., is not an internal model state)
and could therefore not be assessed with the data at hand.
4.4. Snow Distribution
Comparing snow distribution dynamics observed at the grid plots to model simulations suggests that the
importance of different processes varies in time and between different locations within a forest stand.
Snow depth patterns at three different plots in Laret on 10 February 2019 (accumulation season) demonstrate that both FSM2 versions yielded similar results and generally agreed well with observations at all sites
(Figure 9, top). However, when considering a day during the ablation period (17 April; Figure 9, bottom),
simulations obtained with the two FSM2 versions remained similar only at the within‐stand plot but
diverged for plots located at the forest edge. Comparison of simulated and observed snow depths show the
original FSM2 accelerated snow depletion at the north‐exposed edge but attenuated snow depth along the
south‐exposed edge. In contrast, the enhanced FSM2 succeeded in capturing spatial ablation dynamics:
Simulated snow depth patterns closely matched the ﬁeld measurements, and even partial melt‐out along
the south‐exposed forest edge was well reproduced.
These results demonstrate in which localities and meteorological conditions it is relevant to account for
direct solar irradiance. Early in the season, snow depth distributions carry the imprint of accumulation
processes (e.g., preferential deposition in gaps and reduced accumulation under canopy due to
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Figure 9. Snow depth distribution at three grids in Laret (within‐stand, south‐exposed, and north‐exposed forest edges) on two campaign days during the
accumulation and ablation period (10 February and 17 April 2019). Simulation results from the original (left) and enhanced (center) FSM2 are shown
alongside observations (right). The red stars mark the location of the hemispherical image shown next to each site. The yellow area in the images represents the
solar tracks between 1 October and the respective campaign date.
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interception). During this period, the cumulative discrepancies between the radiative transfer schemes
implemented in the two FSM2 versions were too small to create strongly diverging snow distribution patterns. However, differences between the models built up over the course of snow accumulation and into
the ablation period. This effect is visualized by the hemispherical images shown alongside each site in
Figure 9, which include the daily solar tracks from the beginning of the simulation period (1 October
2018) until the date of the respective snow depth survey. For example, the north‐exposed edge has a relatively high sky‐view fraction but had only received a small amount of direct shortwave radiation by 17
April. The use of sky‐view fraction as a proxy for shortwave radiation transmissivity by the original FSM2
likely led to the overestimation of solar radiation input to the snow surface at this site. In contrast, direct irradiance at the south‐exposed forest edge continued to increase throughout the snow season (see images for
February vs. April), leading to strong insolation, which was underestimated by the original FSM2 through
the use of sky‐view fraction for approximating shortwave radiation transmissivity. In smaller
within‐stands gaps, however, the effect of detailed radiation patterns tended to average out in space and
time, leading to small differences between the two model versions and a satisfactory performance of the original FSM2 despite its simpliﬁed treatment of canopy shortwave radiation transmission.
The interplay between shortwave and longwave irradiance was reﬂected in measured snow depth distribution across the large discontinuity at the Sodankylä grid (Figure 10). Earliest melt‐out was observed at points
located undercanopy along the south‐exposed canopy edge, which received both high amounts of direct
insolation and strong longwave radiation enhancement (Location 1 in Figure 10). At the center of the
gap, direct insolation was comparably high, but longwave radiation enhancement was weaker due to a larger
sky‐view fraction, resulting in longer snow persistence (Location 2). The north‐exposed edge of the gap corresponds to an irradiance minimum, with comparably high sky‐view fraction and predominantly shaded
conditions, coinciding with snow depth maxima during ablation (Location 3). At many subcanopy locations,
differences in direct insolation and sky‐view fraction often counterbalanced each other, yielding similar

Figure 10. Simulated (enhanced FSM2) and observed snow distribution patterns at the Sodankylä grid on 30 April 2019, with hemispherical images representing
characteristic, contrasting locations within the site and the respective solar tracks for the entire season (1 October to 31 May).
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snow depths (Locations 4 and 5). The simpliﬁed radiation parametrizations in the original FSM2 mean the
model could not reproduce the observed distributions patterns across the site. Additionally, the original
model simulated a much earlier melt out, and the site was largely snow free by 30 April (model output
not shown). In contrast, the enhanced FSM2 performed well in representing snow depth distributions compared to observations across the site and more accurately estimated the timing of snow free conditions compared to the original model.
While differences in the spatial patterns simulated by the two FSM versions could be attributed to the new
radiation transfer scheme, discrepancies in the overall melt‐out timing were largely due to turbulent
exchange. In the two‐week period preceding the onset of melt‐out, both models simulated equal average
net shortwave radiation (15 W m−2) and similar net longwave radiation (−21 vs. −17.5 W m−2 in the original
vs. enhanced FSM2), but differences in turbulent ﬂuxes were considerably larger (16 vs. 4 W m−2). Detailed
consideration of net snowpack ﬂuxes is beyond the scope of this study due to the lack of appropriate validation data, but Supporting Information S1 includes a ﬁgure showing spatial distributions of the simulated net
ﬂuxes (Section S4 and Figure S7).

5. Discussion
Local canopy structure strongly modiﬁes energy ﬂuxes to the subcanopy snowpack, resulting in the pronounced small‐scale variability in snow cover energetics demonstrated here. The scale mismatch between
physical processes, representativeness of point observations, and target model resolution generally entails
challenges for model development and evaluation (Bloeschl, 1999; Clark, Hendrikx, et al., 2011;
Musselman et al., 2012). Our work has addressed these issues by (1) generating spatially and temporally
resolved data sets of subcanopy meteorological variables that allow model evaluation at the level of individual ﬂuxes, with consideration of their spatiotemporal variability and interactions, and (2) offering a canopy
structure representation that accurately captures the observed spatial heterogeneity of subcanopy conditions
affecting energy exchange and resulting snowmelt patterns.
5.1. New Insights From a Multidimensional Multisensor Approach
Improved observational systems and resulting data sets constitute the key novelty of our model evaluation
approach. Malle et al. (2019) and Mazzotti, Malle, et al. (2019) already demonstrated the utility of these
mobile systems for generating spatially and temporally resolved radiation data to complement earlier studies
(Lawler & Link, 2011; Sicart et al., 2004). In the context of this work, additional beneﬁts arise from combining observations of irradiance with the acquisition of air and snow surface temperature data. Observing the
spatial variability of subcanopy irradiance has generally been prioritized in forest snow research (Essery,
Pomeroy, et al., 2008; Link et al., 2004; Malle et al., 2019; Mazzotti, Malle, et al., 2019; Musselman et al., 2015;
Pomeroy et al., 2008; Webster et al., 2016a), but measurements of within‐stand air and snow surface temperatures are much rarer and usually obtained by stationary devices (Conway et al., 2018; Molotch
et al., 2007; Roth & Nolin, 2017; Webster et al., 2017). Our mobile observational systems allow for the simultaneous acquisition of all these variables, providing experimental evidence of their spatial patterns and, particularly, of their interplay.
To our knowledge, this is the ﬁrst study to present such an extensive data set of spatially resolved data of this
type and to use such data to evaluate the coupling of a one‐layer canopy representation to an energy balance
snow model. This approach yielded insights about the performance of such a coupled model system at the
level of individual ﬂuxes in a spatially explicit manner. Earlier studies have been limited to either validation
measurements at single point locations (Andreadis et al., 2009; Gouttevin et al., 2015; Mahat et al., 2013) or
snow depth data (Broxton et al., 2015; Mazzotti et al., 2020) and were therefore unable to resolve individual
processes and potential interactions between them. The simultaneous evaluation of multiple meteorological
variables and snow states is generally beneﬁcial, as it allows potential equiﬁnality issues to be investigated
(Beven, 2006; Clark, Kavetski, et al., 2011). In a coupled model system, this evaluation is particularly important due to feedbacks between energy exchange processes, yet it has not previously been possible in a spatially resolved manner. With the data available for this study, we were able to show that a modiﬁed
treatment of shortwave radiation transmission through the canopy affects other state variables and ﬂuxes
as well. In particular, the more accurate representation of shortwave irradiance patterns resulted in
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improved simulations of snow surface temperature distribution, implying that the new canopy representation successfully captures a crucial boundary condition for snowmelt patterns.
5.2. Improved Representation of Canopy Structure Impacts on Subcanopy Conditions
Based on our observations, a canopy structure implementation intended for hyper‐resolution applications
should aim at reproducing the pronounced spatial variability of subcanopy irradiances. At the same time,
it should ensure that within‐stand wind and canopy air space temperature conditions remain rather homogeneous in space. This study revealed issues related to both these aspects within the original FSM2 and
demonstrated how they could be overcome with approaches implemented in the enhanced FSM2.
Subcanopy shortwave irradiance patterns are dictated by the position of the Sun relative to the canopy geometry and are therefore highly dynamic in space and time (Hardy et al., 2004; Link et al., 2004; Malle
et al., 2019). In a study conducted in a forested basin in the Sierra Nevada, CA, Musselman et al. (2012)
demonstrated that point‐scale forest snow simulations at 24 snow depth sensor locations could be improved
by constraining the incoming solar radiation to the snow surface with time series of direct‐beam transmissivity. Our work conﬁrms their ﬁndings and furthers their approach: To this end, we integrated
time‐varying canopy transmissivity for shortwave radiation into the full radiative transfer scheme of the
enhanced FSM2 and applied the model in a spatially distributed manner over a wider range of canopy
structures and geographic settings. The method proposed here constitutes an efﬁcient way to account for
complex radiation dynamics without compromising model simplicity. Obtaining transmissivity times series
ofﬂine with an external RTM means the computational efﬁciency of FSM2 is maintained, which is particularly advantageous for operational applications. In such a setting, RTM calculations can be obtained in
advance and even transferred between years if canopy structure remains stable. Any other existing parametrization of temporally variable transmissivity (Essery, Bunting, et al., 2008; Li et al., 1995; Mahat &
Tarboton, 2012; Oleson et al., 2013) would require additional canopy parameter input to FSM2, which would
ultimately hamper its efﬁciency and transferability.
Our results demonstrate that consideration of detailed solar irradiance patterns is of major importance
across forest discontinuities, that is, forest edges and larger canopy gaps (Figure 10). Yet they also suggest
that in relatively homogeneous canopy environments, a constant shortwave radiation transmissivity (as
used by the original FSM2) captures irradiance dynamics rather well when integrated both in space and time
(Figure 3). This implies that simpliﬁed treatment of shortwave transmission through the canopy may be sufﬁcient for coarser‐scale applications where spatial heterogeneities tend to diminish, as well as for capturing
melt‐out timing in homogeneous stands. Likewise, rather static subcanopy longwave irradiance patterns
imply that spatial variations in longwave radiation enhancement are primarily driven by variability in
sky‐view fraction, while spatial heterogeneities in vegetation temperatures as found by Webster et al. (2016b)
and Pomeroy et al. (2009) appear to be of secondary importance. Sky‐view fraction is commonly used in
point‐scale models to weigh canopy and sky contributions to incoming longwave radiation (Essery,
Pomeroy, et al., 2008). As approaches to derive this metric from spatially distributed data sets (Moeser
et al., 2014; Varhola & Coops, 2013) exist, its use in distributed hyper‐resolution models is feasible and
encouraged. However, it must also be ensured that canopy surface temperatures are realistically represented.
The coupling of canopy and snow energy balances in FSM2 entails vegetation temperature to be a state variable rather than a prescribed quantity, but both model versions succeed in capturing its dynamics reasonably
well.
Within‐canopy wind speed and air temperature were considered here as driving boundary conditions for turbulent exchange. Measuring spatiotemporal patterns of these variables was challenging, but our observational data were sufﬁcient to testify to limited small‐scale spatial variability which was uncorrelated with
small‐scale canopy metrics. Consequently, basing wind attenuation by the canopy on stand‐scale parameters
in the enhanced FSM2 enabled a more realistic representation of subcanopy wind speed and air temperature
conditions. Although it was not possible to assess wind scaling in the original FSM2, the modiﬁed treatment
of wind attenuation in the enhanced FSM2 appears to mitigate artifacts in simulated canopy air space temperature identiﬁed in the original FSM2. Discrepancies in turbulent exchange simulated by the two model
versions had less obvious impacts on snowmelt spatial patterns than those caused by differences in irradiance but substantially affected the overall melt‐out timing (see Supporting Information S1, Section S4 and
Figure S7). Turbulent ﬂuxes to the subcanopy snowpack are poorly studied, often parametrized based on
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simplistic assumptions, but also considered of minor importance as a result of low wind speeds (Conway
et al., 2018; Marks et al., 2008; Roth & Nolin, 2017). Yet our results suggest that the representation of turbulent exchange considerably affects temperature regimes and thus deserves further attention to ensure these
remain realistic. Future research should establish a more sound observational basis for evaluating subcanopy turbulent ﬂuxes.
5.3. Remaining Uncertainties in Spatially Distributed Forest Snow Energy Balance Simulations
Ultimately, net energy ﬂuxes to the subcanopy snowpack are not only controlled by canopy structure inﬂuences on subcanopy meteorological conditions but also by snow surface properties. Snow surface properties
have also been shown to exhibit pronounced spatial variability in forests (Molotch et al., 2016; Musselman
et al., 2008; Teich et al., 2019) and may act to enhance or diminish snow depth gradients between canopy
gaps and dense forest; snow albedo, for instance, is a direct control of the net shortwave energy input to
the snowpack. Experimental data to validate our suggested representation of subcanopy snow albedo was
not available, but the sensitivity of melt‐out date to individual model enhancements at the Sodankylä grid
(Figure 11) suggests that the albedo parametrization had a comparably small impact. Compared to the
enhanced FSM2, snow disappearance occurred on average 13 days earlier when using the original FSM2 (left
panel) but neglecting the correction of subcanopy snow albedo delayed snow disappearance only by 3 days
(right panel). Naturally, low‐insolation environments exhibited the smallest sensitivity to the representation
of subcanopy snow albedo. A model run using the enhanced FSM2 without consideration of time‐varying
direct‐beam transmissivity accelerated snow disappearance by 7 days (center panel), indicating a stronger
sensitivity of the model to the representation of canopy processes than to that of snow surface properties.
Nevertheless, accounting for spatial differences in snow albedo helped achieving a more realistic spread
in snow depth distribution across the site. Spatially explicit validation data of subcanopy snow albedo would
therefore be informative for future hyper‐resolution forest snow model development. The same holds true
for spatially explicit data on latent and sensible heat ﬂuxes.
Follow‐up efforts should further address the treatment of snow in the canopy. Besides mass balance processes such as interception and unloading, interactions between canopy snow and the subcanopy energy balance should be explored. Potential impacts of multiple reﬂections, shortwave attenuation, and longwave
emissions from snow in the canopy are largely unaccounted for in many forest snow models. Data to assess
model uncertainties due to these processes were unavailable to us and are very difﬁcult to obtain. Further
uncertainties arise due to the use of snow depth distribution data rather than snow water equivalent for
model veriﬁcation; this is a common limitation of model studies relying on spatially distributed snow data
sets (e.g., Broxton et al., 2015; Currier & Lundquist, 2018) and an additional motivation for model validation
based on individual processes conducted here. Ultimately, the performance of any hyper‐resolution model is
constrained by the absence of lateral coupling mechanisms, which means processes such as advection from

Figure 11. Difference in melt‐out date between the enhanced FSM2 and three alternative FSM2 versions: (1) the original FSM2 (left), (2) the enhanced FSM2
without consideration of time‐varying transmissivity (center), and (3) the enhanced FSM2 without subcanopy snow albedo corrections. All values are
computed as melt‐out date simulated by each speciﬁc alternative model version minus melt‐out date simulated by the enhanced FSM2.
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hot stems and snow‐free patches (Conway et al., 2018) as well as preferential deposition of snowfall and
unloading of canopy snow (Sturm, 1992) can only be represented conceptually. Implementing lateral mass
and energy ﬂuxes in distributed hyper‐resolution forest snow models represents an exciting path forward but
would substantially increase model complexity and computational demands.
5.4. Implications for Future Forest Snow Modeling Applications
While the FSM2 framework provided an ideal test bed for this study, the concepts presented should easily
be applicable to other snow models with a one‐layer canopy. In principle, insights from this study can
inform approaches to adjust subcanopy meteorological conditions even in models that do not couple
the canopy and the snow energy balances, such as those used by Link and Marks (1999), Förster
et al. (2018), or Sun et al. (2018). In applications such as hydrological modeling, where snow distribution
and melt patterns are of primary interest, these simpler modeling approaches may even be advantageous:
They allow more ﬂexibility in integrating process parametrizations that cannot be easily implemented in a
coupled system, such as corrections of vegetation temperatures (e.g., Webster et al., 2017). In contrast,
land surface modeling applications need to accurately capture the exchange between the surface layer
(including both canopy and subcanopy snow) and the atmosphere aloft, which is why coupling of the
canopy and the snow energy balances is required. In these applications, multilayer canopy modules
(Gouttevin et al., 2015; Pyles et al., 2000) seem particularly suitable as these can resolve vertical gradients
in canopy properties, which allow for more accurate surface layer‐atmophere coupling. But even in this
case, concepts presented in this study should be applicable, although the multilayer model structure will
require some adaptations.
Furthermore, use of the externally computed direct‐beam transmissivity time series means the RTM used to
obtain this model input can be freely chosen and optimally matched to the canopy structure data available
for the model domain. While HPEval yielded excellent results for our study, its application is limited to the
locations of the hemispherical images. Approaches to extend calculation of sky‐view fraction and
time‐varying transmissivity to other (e.g., lidar‐based) data sets and larger areas are emerging (e.g.,
Musselman et al., 2013; Webster et al., 2020). A model like FSM2, which includes these effects, can potentially advance the way this important process is represented in coarser‐scale land surface models. Yet it
should be acknowledged that integration of increasingly detailed canopy characteristics entails the need
for regular updates of structural changes, for example, due to vegetation growth or logging. Future research
should explore model sensitivities to changes in vegetation structure, and collaborative efforts between the
forest snow modeling and the vegetation remote sensing communities are indispensable.
A hyper‐resolution forest snow model like the enhanced FSM2 has important potential applications across
a variety of spatial scales: At the stand scale, detailed snow distribution simulations provide valuable
information for ecological modeling of biophysical processes affected by snow cover presence and duration (Contosta et al., 2019; Jonas et al., 2008). At the catchment scale, they can help assess the impacts
of forest disturbances such as ﬁres, management practices, and bark beetle infestations, all of which are
important issues of recent concern in many seasonally snow‐covered forests across the Northern
Hemisphere with uncertain hydrological consequences (Goeking & Tarboton, 2020). Disturbances usually
create more and larger forest discontinuities, which is where we found the proposed model enhancements
to yield the greatest beneﬁts. At regional scales, hyper‐resolution modeling is not feasible, but our work
has implications for the development of upscaling strategies. In view of coarser‐scale applications, results
from this study suggest that wind attenuation should be sufﬁciently well represented by average canopy
properties, while the representation of radiation for grid cells that contain discontinuous forest should
be carefully considered. For this purpose, ofﬂine radiation modeling may be used in future research efforts
to develop appropriate model coarsening strategies. We will explore how insights gained from the
hyper‐resolution approach presented in this study can be leveraged in coarser‐scales applications in our
future work.

6. Conclusion
For the ﬁrst time, this study has combined hyper‐resolution simulations, snow distribution observations,
and an extensive data set of spatially resolved micrometeorological measurements to evaluate a forest snow
energy balance model at the level of individual energy balance components in a spatially explicit manner.
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The data obtained with novel multisensor platforms captured the spatial variability of subcanopy meteorological variables and facilitated assessment of their interactions. Process‐level evaluation of two alternative
versions of FSM2 revealed that a simple representation of radiative transfer assuming fully isotropic radiation (original FSM2) is sufﬁcient to represent the irradiance regime and resulting snow distribution within
homogeneous stands and during the accumulation period but that accounting for directional radiation is
important during ablation and at large discontinuities. We identiﬁed further shortcomings of the original
FSM2 regarding the representation of turbulent exchange, with less obvious impacts on snow distribution
patterns. Both shortcomings were addressed in the proposed model upgrades (enhanced FSM2), which comprised inclusion of detailed patterns of direct insolation and modiﬁed treatment of wind attenuation. With
these enhancements, the observed spatiotemporal dynamics of meteorological and snow variables could
be accurately reproduced at a large number of sites of varying canopy structure and climatic conditions.
These results demonstrate the potential of hyper‐resolution modeling (a) to realistically represent complex
three‐dimensional forest‐snow processes, (b) to predict and understand hydrological implications of forest
disturbances, and (c) to inform model upscaling strategies. Approaches presented here are compatible with
other snow models (even with other snow model types) and potentially transferable to other locations and
larger areas as respective canopy structural data become available. We encourage continued research efforts
to further improve hyper‐resolution models, for example, targeting the representation of canopy snow, a better vertical resolution of canopy properties, and innovative observational approaches with regard to net
snowpack ﬂuxes.

Data Availability Statement
Data used in this study can be accessed on the Envidat repository (https://doi.org/10.16904/envidat.162).

Appendix A: Description of Canopy Model Enhancements in FSM2
Model features speciﬁc to the enhanced FSM2 as introduced in this study are detailed below. Note that we
only outline new options added to the original FSM2 version presented in Mazzotti et al. (2020). For a comprehensive description of the original FSM2 canopy module, we refer to the Appendix in their publication.
Shortwave Radiation Transfer (Model Option SWPART ¼ 1)
Total incoming shortwave radiation (SW↓) is split into direct and diffuse components (SW↓b and SW↓d) using
the partitioning scheme from Erbs et al. (1982), which is also used by Jonas et al. (2020). The diffuse fraction
of total radiation is described in terms of the atmospheric transmissivity τa:
8
for τa ≤ 0:22
>
< 1 − 0:09 τa
SW ↓d =SW ↓ ¼ 0:95 − 0:16 τa þ 4:39 τ 2a − 16:64 τ 3a þ 12:34 τ 4a for 0:22 <τa ≤ 0:8
>
:
0:165
for 0:8 <τa
with
τa ¼ SW ↓ =ðI 0 · cosðθÞÞ;
where θ is the solar zenith angle and I0 ¼ 1,367 W m−2 is the solar constant.
Transfer of diffuse and direct(‐beam) shortwave radiation components through the canopy is treated separately. As in the original FSM2, canopy transmissivity for diffuse shortwave radiation is given by the
sky‐view fraction, which accounts for both near and distant canopy elements:
τ d ¼ V F ¼ ð1 − f v Þf sky ;
where fv is local canopy cover fraction (CC5) and 1 − fsky is the fraction of nonlocal canopy elements (see
Mazzotti et al., 2020, for details). In the enhanced FSM2, transmissivity for direct solar radiation (τb) is
provided as an additional time‐varying, point‐speciﬁc input.
Net shortwave radiation absorbed by the ground (SWg) and the local canopy elements (SWv) thus are
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SW g ¼ 1 − αg ðτ b SW ↓b þ τ d SW ↓d Þ;
and


SW v ¼ ð1 − αc Þf v f sky SW ↓d þ αg f v τ d SW ↓d þ 1 − αc þ αg f v τ b SW ↓b ;
where αc and αg are canopy and ground albedos. Absorption of direct shortwave radiation by the vegetation is taken to be proportional to direct‐beam transmissivity and CC. This representation ensures strongest absorption at locations that receive most direct insolation, which is consistent with Webster
et al. (2017), but it is only applicable to hyper‐resolution, uncoupled simulations.
Turbulent Exchange (Model Option SFEXCH ¼ 2)
Turbulent exchange in FSM2 is treated with a bulk aerodynamic scheme both in open‐site and forest simulations, with sensible and latent heat ﬂuxes parametrized by ﬁrst‐order ﬂux‐gradient relationships, that is,

ρcp 
Hg ¼
Tg − Tc ;
rg
 

ρ
E g ¼ Qsat T g − Qc ;
rg
for the exchange of sensible (Hg) and latent (Eg) heat between the canopy air space and the subcanopy. Tg
and Tc are the temperatures of the ground (i.e., snow) surface and of the canopy air space, respectively; ρ
and cp are air density and heat capacity; rg is aerodynamic resistance between the ground and the canopy
air space; and Qc is canopy air space humidity (see Mazzotti et al., 2020, for details).
Wind speed information is required to compute aerodynamic resistances. In the enhanced FSM2, a wind
proﬁle for dense canopies is deﬁned as in Mahat et al. (2013), with logarithmic wind speed decay above
the canopy, exponential reduction from the canopy top h to a level zsub below the canopy (set to 2 m in this
study), and again logarithmic attenuation between zsub and the ground. Exponential proﬁles in the canopy
layer are commonly used in atmospheric boundary layer research (Choudhury & Monteith, 1988;
Finnigan, 2000) and applied in both snowmelt models and land surface schemes (Bonan et al., 2018;
Boone et al., 2017; Mahat et al., 2013). Wind speed at height z is thus computed from atmospheric wind speed
Ua measured at height zU as
8


z − d zU − d −1
>
>
ln
ln
z≥h
U
> a
>
>
z0v
z0v
>
<
U ðzÞ ¼ U ðhÞeηðz=h − 1Þ
zsub ≤ z <h;
>
>

−1
>
>
z
zsub
>
>
: U ðzsub Þln
ln
z < zsub
z0g
z0g
where h is stand‐scale canopy height (mCH50), d ¼ 0.67 h is zero‐plane displacement, z0v ¼ 0.1 h is vegetation roughness length, η ¼ 2.5 is a wind decay factor, and z0g is the ground roughness length.
For sparse canopies with stand‐scale canopy cover fraction fvs (¼CC50), a wind proﬁle (Usc) is obtained as
weighted average of the open‐site logarithmic proﬁle (Uopn) and the dense‐canopy exponential proﬁles
(Udc):


0:5
U sc ðzÞ ¼ f 0:5
vs U S ðzÞ þ 1 − f vs U opn ðz Þ:
For dense canopy, aerodynamic resistance between canopy air space (at canopy source height zc) and the
atmosphere is

r a; dc ¼ C r


!
1
zT − d h eηð1 − ðd þ z0v Þ=hÞ − 1
þ
ln
;
ku*
h−d
ηK H ðhÞ

where eddy diffusivity for heat KH is given by the Prandtl hypothesis above the canopy top and features an
exponential decay within the canopy:
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ku* ðh − dÞ

K H ðzÞ ¼

z≥h

K H ðhÞeηðz=h − 1Þ

z<h

:

The correction factor Cr (range: 0.3–1) accounts for the fact that eddy diffusivities have been observed to be
up to three times larger than predicted by the above representation (Finnigan, 2000). Indeed, we found that
ensuring sufﬁciently low resistance (i.e., facilitating turbulent transfer) between the canopy air space and the
atmosphere is necessary to avoid unrealistic canopy air space temperature conditions.
Similar to wind speed, aerodynamic resistance is weighted for vegetation cover fraction as
1
r a; sc

¼

f 0:5
vs
:
r a; dc

Aerodynamic resistance between the canopy air space and the ground is parametrized using the subcanopy
wind speed at height zsub and neglecting atmospheric stability corrections:
zg ¼

1
zsub
zsub
ln
;
ln
z0g
z0h
k2 U ðzsub Þ

where k ¼ 0.4 is the von Kármán constant and z0h ¼ 0.1z0g is the roughness length for heat transfer from
the ground.
Snow Albedo (Model Option ALBEDO ¼ 2)
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Subcanopy snow albedo is derived by adjusting open‐site snow albedo. This simpliﬁed, conceptual treatment
of subcanopy snow albedo is meant to account for the following differences between open‐site and subcanopy conditions: (1) altered decay rates due to different rates of snow metamorphism and (2) generally lowered albedo due to the presence of litter.
In this conceptual formulation, we suggest relating snow metamorphism to canopy radiative transfer properties (where more incoming radiation leads to faster sintering and hence a more rapid decay) and scaling
litter effects with CC (where more canopy is associated with higher litter concentration).
At every time step, the decay rate of subcanopy snow albedo is obtained from the open‐site value (tα,opn) as
follows:
t α; sc ¼

t α; opn
:
ð1 − τ d Þð1 þ cL τ b Þ þ cS τ b

This adjustment is applied to decay for both cold and melting snow. cL and cS are proportionality factors used
to tune the relative weights of longwave radiation enhancement and shortwave radiation transmissivity,
which could differ depending on, for example, latitude (due to different absolute amounts of shortwave irradiance). We set cL ¼ 2 and cS ~ 2–3 for our simulations.
A correction factor is further applied to snow albedo resulting at each time step to obtain the ﬁnal subcanopy
snow albedo value (αsc) accounting for litter content:
αsc ¼ ð1 − 0:1f v Þasc; raw :
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